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Marcel Rieger - 4.6.19�2 The Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS)

● One of the 7 experiments studying                                                                          
particle collisions provided by the LHC


● Collaboration of ~5200 scientists, engineers                                                            
and students from 199 institutes


● Diameter of 14.6 m, length of 21.6 m,                                                                        
weighs about 14,000 tons


● Study physics processes on the scale of                                                                        
~10-15 m to answer fundamental questions


● ~1 billion proton-proton collisions (“events”)                                                                               
per second, each with a size of ~1MB
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Marcel Rieger - 4.6.19�3 CMS Software (CMSSW)

● C++ framework covering a wide range of applications within CMS


■ Triggering


■ Reconstruction


■ Simulation


■ Analysis


● Modular code structure with multi-threaded execution of payloads,                       
scheduled by Intel’s Thread Building Blocks (TBB)


● Software environment contains > 400 external packages 

  6.4 million lines of code  
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Marcel Rieger - 4.6.19�4 TensorFlow interface in CMS

● CMSSW software environment and TF interface evolved over time

■ Initially faced software incompatibilities (glibc, Eigen)

■ No workflow for builds using bazel at that time


1. Interface based on TF Python API (link):

■ Used Python C API and pre-built TF python package

→ No handle on threading / memory (only applied in user analyses)


2. Interface based on TF C API (link):

■ C API very low level and not necessarily convenient

→ Required custom tensor implementation and graph, IO, etc. handling


3. Interface based on TF C++ API (PhysicsTools/TensorFlow)

■ Shallow convenience layer to avoid boilerplate code and to integrate     

CMSSW internals (threading, exceptions, logging, ...) (TensorFlow.h)

✔

https://gitlab.cern.ch/mrieger/CMSSW-DNN/tree/80X
https://gitlab.cern.ch/mrieger/CMSSW-DNN/tree/c_api
https://github.com/cms-sw/cmssw/blob/master/PhysicsTools/TensorFlow
https://github.com/cms-sw/cmssw/blob/master/PhysicsTools/TensorFlow/interface/TensorFlow.h
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Usage of TensorFlow in CMS depends on the specific task

Central tasks that require CMSSW Outside CMSSW

● Example:	 Event reconstruction


● Resources:	 Limited runtime / memory


● Training: 	 Python


● Inference: 	 C++ 

－ Mostly event-by-event


－ Opt. batched over multiple 
objects per event


● Current version: 1.6

● Example:	 PhD thesis analysis


● Resources:	 Flexible


● Training: 	 Python


● Inference: 	 Python


   CERN ML workshops: 2017, 18, 19

https://indico.cern.ch/event/595059
https://indico.cern.ch/event/668017
https://indico.cern.ch/event/766872
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● DeepJet: Jet-flavor tagging using multi-class classification networks


● Determines the type of particle that lead                                                                 
induced a particle cascade, i.e., a jet


● Architecture:

�6 Example application: DeepJet

Size in memory

~150 MB
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● Upon session startup, TensorFlow starts lots of threads


■ Reserved by dedicated thread pool for

－ Queued data loading

－ Parallelization between operations (inter_op_parallelism_threads)

－ Parallelization within operations (intra_op_parallelism_threads)


■ Overhead acceptable for end-user, but experiment software typically implements    
its own threading model (e.g. via Intel’s Thread Building Blocks, TBB)


→ Critical impact on memory consumption, esp. in parallel production jobs

→ 2

→ 10

Similar behavior

in C/C++ API
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Marcel Rieger - 4.6.19�8 Custom session implementations

● In TF, threading behavior is bound to session implementation


→ Created two custom session implementations (based on direct_session):

■ NTSession: 	 session without threading at all (target: “no_threads”)

■ TBBSession: 	session with threads scheduled by Intel’s TBB (target: “tbb”)

■ Configurable in CMSSW


● Many experiments use Intel’s TBB in their frameworks

■ Advantageous if TBBSession was provided / maintained centrally

■ Same holds for NTSession, though comparably trivial

number of inter/

intra threads

http://github.com/tensorflow/tensorflow/blob/v1.5.0/tensorflow/core/common_runtime/direct_session.h
https://github.com/cms-sw/cmssw/blob/master/PhysicsTools/TensorFlow/src/NTSession.h
https://github.com/cms-sw/cmssw/blob/master/PhysicsTools/TensorFlow/src/TBBSession.h
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● Multi-threading in CMSSW allows for separation of graph’s and session’s

■ Load graph once and store in a global cache

■ Create new session per thread and “mount” the graph


● Supported by TF interface for GraphDef’s and MetaGraphDef’s
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GraphDef:

MetaGraphDef:
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● Graphs can become large

→ ~150 MB in memory for DeepJet tagger


● Format 1: SavedModel

■ Supports multiple graphs

■ Can include assets


● Format 2: Constant graphs

■ Converts variables to constant tensors

■ Can skip training ops
→ Reduces memory footprint                                                                                

by a factor for ~10-100


● Format 3: Ahead-of-time (AOT) compiled graphs

■ Convert graph into small, self-contained binary via tfcompile

■ Provides header + library for execution

■ Observed some issues, still under investigation

https://github.com/tensorflow/tensorflow/blob/master/tensorflow/python/saved_model/README.md
https://www.tensorflow.org/performance/xla/tfcompile
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● TensorFlow used in many aspects of the CMS experiment and HEP community


● Models easy to build, but production deployment challenging

■ Multi-threading compatibility

■ Memory footprint


● Integration within experiment frameworks is key to push developments


● What is holding us back from updating more frequently?

1. Ensure compatibility of trained and deployed models

2. Need to adapt “TBB” and “NoThreads” session implementations

3. Possible API changes (wait for final TF 2.0 release)

+
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● TF uses two objects to store computational model

■ Graph: contains the computational graph, representing the network

■ Session: bounds operations to devices (CPU, GPU) & handles data transfer 

between them → Tensor’s


● In CMSSW, we are mostly interested in model evaluation

■ Graph’s are supposed to contain only constant data

■ Session’s hold dynamic data, depending on device placement, current event, ...
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